Generally hidden from public view, out of our daily thoughts, and literally under our feet, are myriad urban underground tunnels that make our modern megacities possible. From their ancient beginnings in antiquity, as a means of supplying fresh water and draining waste water from cities, underground tunnels evolved into a means of providing high capacity rail mass transit in our most densely populated urban centers. This paper provides a broad overview of the evolution of urban tunnels across a 6000 year time span and includes the specific engineering formulas/computations for the earliest 19 th century subways/infrastructure projects based on the Roman vaulted arch tunnel.
Introduction (The Subterranean Passageway)
One of the problems of correctly interpreting history is that the original meanings of words and phrases are sometimes lost, or at least distorted. For example, the New York word "subway 1 " is a contraction of a two-word phrase: "Subterranean passageway". Linguistic terms, like technology itself, do not arise within a vacuum; there is always something similar that came before In addition to the term subway's most prevalent use in the NY area, as a label we affix to our urban rail transit system, the term "subway" can also refer to any underground passageway, i.e., things such as an underground: pipe gallery, utility area or water conduit. For example, in Manhattan, New York "The Empire City Subway" is not a railway-it is underground vaulting built to contain telephone company cables [2] .
Ancient Underground Sewers and Aqueducts
As ancient humans transitioned to living in urban communities of high population densities, the need arose for subterranean urban infrastructure. In ancient cities, like our modern ones, there is a need for water piping, drainage and sanitary sewers.
The Earliest Known Urban Underground Tunnels-the Subterranean Sewers of Mesopotamia
Mesopotamian civilization flourished from 4000-2500BCE. As shown in Figure   1 , the earliest known use of clay pipe and vaulted sewers made of burnt brick (fired clay) occurred in Mesopotamia [3] .
Our knowledge relating to these ancient urban infrastructure systems is limited 3 . Curt Merckel, in his circa 1899 German language book "the Engineer Figure 1 . Vaulted brick drain, Eshnunna. Mesopotamia 4000-2500BCE [3] . 3 "The oldest [written] reference concerning the existence of a drainage system known today so far has been discovered on an older sealing inscription. It was referred to as the construction of a palace and the drainage system of a warehouse. Other information concerning drainage systems in Mesopotamian cities is much younger." [4] 
The Earliest Known Urban Underground Infrastructure (the Subterranean Sewers & Evolving Aqueducts of Jerusalem 2600BCE-586BCE)
In Jerusalem, portions of that city's ancient sewer systems have been preserved. Many have been found through archeological escalation: "Schlick discovered a pipe, big enough for a man to enter, just a few meters beneath the soil. This channel is 60 cm wide and ca. 2 meters high. Initially, it was equipped with a vaulted ceiling. This ceiling was composed of just a few worked stones; later, it was covered with bit flat stones. The channel leads towards the Kidron Valley, the outlet is blocked. The purpose of this channel was, obviously, to discharge the brackish sewers from the north-eastern part of the city. Schlick writes the following words about the sewer conditions during the old times of Jerusalem, before King David invaded the city: "… the main sewer which came from the North, from Millo, was comparatively more spacious and more in a linear slope than the many short by-pass channels branching off to the left or to the right. Naturally, the outlets of these channels at the edge of the 4 Most dimensions in this paper, and the historical sources cited, are in feet and inches. However, all of Merckel's measurements are in Meters (1 Meter = 3.28 feet). Further, his particular use of a "comma" when citing dimensions, is equivalent to our decimal point. Journal of Transportation Technologies rocket were lower than the alley and the houses. But Joab entered Jerusalem through these channels, and David came into the possession of this City, without any bloodshed." [4] The passage above conveys the importance of tunnels, how cities thrived (and were sometimes even conquered) using these man-made urban underground passageways.
"During the middle bronze age (2200-1550BC) springs were included within the walls of cities…. the most complex water system from this period was discovered in Jerusalem. It includes a tunnel that brought water from the Gihon Spring to a pool protected by a massive fortress." [5] According to the Associated Press, one Jerusalem tunnel that may have been used by David's men was a water tunnel whose construction date was 1800B.C.:
"The water system seems to have been abandoned in the late eighth century B.C., when the 1800-foot Hezekiah's Tunnel was dug to carry water from the spring to a protected spot on the western side of Jerusalem." [6] As shown in Figure 2 , Jerusalem was also a pioneer in aqueduct design during the Iron Age (1000-586BC). During this period "complicated and impressive water systems were found in [Jerusalem]… The main achievement of this period was to bring external water, from springs or runoff, into the city. This required exceptional engineering capability$" [5] .
The Earliest Known Urban Underground Passageways & Subterranean Canalization (Cloaca Maxima "The Great Sewer", Ancient Rome)
The best known ancient large scale urban underground tunnel system is Rome's Cloaca Maxima (The Great Sewer) [7] [8]. This drainage system was originally built for transporting flood waters and land reclamation purposes (draining a Figure 2 . One of Jerusalem's Ancient Tunnels [9] . swamp) [10] . The Cloaca predates Rome's famous aqueducts. It predates even the Roman Empire (and the Roman Republic that preceded the Empire). As shown in Figure 3 , this engineering marvel is still used by the current day inhabitants of Rome. Impressively, the Cloaca is still functioning as designed, even after more than 2-1/2 Millenniums of continual use [10] .
The Cloaca was also the start of the "cut and cover" underground tunneling practices in urban environments 6 . Vitruvius, sometimes referred to as the world's first known engineer, wrote of the "cut and cover" method in his 1st century BC work: "The Ten Books on Architecture, Book VIII, chapter VI". He states: "Parietes cum camera in specu struanter". In English: "If the tunnel [specus] was driven through… earth or sand, there must be massive vaulted arch [4] [11]. A cut and cover method and vaulted arch construction (based upon roman designs) was utilized in many 19 th century Infrastructure projects (ex. train tunnels, aqueducts, etc.,)-projects which we will discuss in detail later in this paper.
In Figure 4 and Figure 5 , Merckel provides the technical details of the Cloaca
This structure is approximately 531 meters (1742 feet) in length [4] , with a typical cross section of roughly 9 ft × 12 ft [4] . The Cloaca was built by two Etruscan Kings of Rome. Construction is believed to have started about 600BC, and to have been completed sometime around 500BC, after a long political delay 8 . The Cloaca Maxima is also said to have been "the earliest application of the arch [vault] in Rome" [12] .
The Cloacea was a great public work. Great infrastructure projects form the spine and skeletal system from which a city springs forth up from and around.
The Cloacae defined Rome, it defined it shape and boundaries.
"Jordan holds the view that by building the Cloaca and erecting the surrounding wall… [that] Rome received its' specific imprint. The surrounding wall 6 Cut and cover construction refers to trench excavation, then tunnel construction, then road restoration. This technique will be detailed later in this paper.
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"The exact survey of the Roman sewer network is due to the Italian Engineer Pietro. Due to him, the Cloaca Maxima consists of big Gabine ashlars stones with the following measurements: Length: 2, 50 meters, Height: 0, 80 meters, width: 1, 00 meters. The stones had been connected without grout and mortar. The walls consist of 3 -4 ashlars layers. A semi-circular shaped arch is based upon them. This barrel vault has 7 to 9 ashlars layers formed by accurately arranged key stones. The river bed is paved with polygonal lava stones. The figures nos. 170 -172 are illuminating the cross section resp. The longitudinal section of the Cloaca segment (up to the Forum Augustum) that was discovered in 1889. Here, as it can be seen in figure No. 173, only two original ashlars stones still exist. Above them, there is a semi-circular vault based upon brick layers. The width of the channel is variable, depending upon the hydraulic gradient conditions. Towards the estuary mouth, the cross section widens. This is an appropriate constellation because the quantity of water that has to be drained is also increasing. The air shafts in fig. 176 & 178 are from a later date. Just after the Cloaca has passed the Janus quadrifons, the same covering vault of key stones ends into a perpendicular front ( fig. 177) . The adjacent 39 meters show a brick vault. Fig. 179 reproduces the longitudinal section of the Cloaca; fig. 180 with all its' gates was for centuries the boundary of the City of Rome; it established the major traffic routes. The Cloaca Maxima enabled the agricultural cultivation of the plains between the hills and the river. Presumably, most of the Cloaca was uncovered in the beginning, at least a great deal of it." [4] Journal of Transportation Technologies Figure 5 . Longitudinal views of the Cloaca Maxima "The Great Sewer", Ancient Rome [2] . Notice what seems to be a venturi accelerator mechanism (no moving parts) in the midsection of the above drawing (Use zoom tool to see detail).
Executing such a large construction undertaking with nothing more than human labor and hand tools, must have been an extremely formidable and unplea- "According to Pliny the Elder, writing sometime around 77C.E., many of the workers resorted to suicide to escape the long, hard, grueling labor-but Pliny also seemed to think the loss was worth it. "The ground is shaken by earth tremors; but in spite of all, for 700 years from the time of Tarquinius Priscus, the channels have remained well-nigh impregnable." [10] Writing more than 18 centuries after Pliney the Elder, the historian Dennie reaches a similar conclusion: "Nevertheless, it is certainly true that no public work ever done in Rome surpasses in utility the Tarquinian sewers, for they rendered all the future possible. If the cloacae are, as they have been called, a monument of tyranny, they are also a monument of statesmanship." [8] Vast scale infrastructure projects often interrupt the normal course of life in urban environments. There are sacrifices made, sacrifices by the vast pool of laborers doing backbreaking work. Also, sacrifices by the people who live adjacent to the site and are exposed to the dust, dirt and the auditory cacophony that typically accompanies construction sites of this magnitude. However, these sacrifices are made so the city can endure, grow and prosper. With the Cloacea-after its completion the storm waters and sewage drained away from the city rather than flooding it. It was not a perfect system, but an improvement upon the norms of that era.
For example, in the smaller Roman city of Pompeii, A Cloacea was never built. Instead stepping stones were placed at intersections so people could cross streets without stepping in sewage: "In most cases, the plebs got rid of the feces by throwing it simply into the streets. This was the same habit like in Medieval times. The sewage of the houses went directly into the streets. From there, they 9 Compare this to Walt Whitman's writing on the Atlantic Avenue tunnel, some 2300 years later: "A Passage of Solemnity and Darkness" [Whitman, 1963 #1 ] [14] . Journal of Transportation Technologies were discharged into channels, drainpipes or ditches" [4] .
Whereas in the ancient city of Rome, although the primary purpose of the Cloacea was drainage: "in the course of time the system was used step by step to discharge human and animal garbage as well. To a certain degree… this dual use
[was] a disadvantage. Probably, the ancient engineers did not know anything about how to avoid the escape of sewer gas. Thus, the Roman population was permanently exposed to the deleterious evaporation because no cut-off devices existed." [4] .
Due to this uncontrolled release of sewer gas, Rome near the Cloacea may have been a bit overwhelming in the olfactory sense. Moreover: "In Rome, when the water level of the Tiber River was high, every now and then the waters of the Cloaca Maxima were blocked back" [4] . Although it wasn't all liliacs and roses, we can assume that even an imperfect sewer system was an improvement over using the streets themselves as sewers and latrines.
Ancient Greek Aqueducts
"Three of the greatest works in all Greece were made by [the Samians]. One is a tunnel, under a hill one hundred and fifty fathoms high, carried entirely through the base of the hill, with a mouth at either end. As we see in Figure 6 , the length of the cutting is seven furlongs 10 -the height and width are each eight feet.
Along the whole course there is a second cutting, twenty cubits 11 deep and three feet broad, whereby water is brought, through pipes, from an abundant source into the city. The architect of this tunnel was Eupalinus, son of Naustrophus, a
Megarian." [15] The Ancient Greek writer Herodotus states that the City of Samos had a population of 300,000. The city did not have a source of water that could be accessed if the fortified city was placed under siege by enemy attack. However, on "For these reason, the most famous hydraulic work of ancient Greece was built: The aqueduct of ancient Samos, which was admired both in antiquity (e.g. Herodotus) and in modern times… The most amazing part of the aqueduct is the 1036 m long, roughly 8 feet square, dug from two openings… The construction started in 530BC… and lasted for ten years… The two working groups met in the center of the channel and they had only 60 cm error! The workers had problems because of unstable soil they found and had to make a deviation, but they managed to find again the right way to the opposite working team. The deviation was 200 meters away from a straight line connecting the ends of the tunnel in the heart of the mountain! Around 7000 cubic meter rock were removed from the mountain. [Based upon] the text of Herodotus, Guerin (1856) uncovered the entrance of the aqueduct." [16] As we see in Figure 7 , this Aqueduct system was bored though a mountain then a pipe constructed of 4000 sections was assembled inside the opening to transport the water. This tunnel was utilized for approximately 1000 years, until around 700AD [16] . 
Roman Arched Aqueduct Structures (Tunnels and Elevated Channels)
Vestiges of the Roman era waterworks are still visible beneath (and amid) many European cities 12 [17] . These visible remnants of the Roman empire would re-inspire the citizens of the western world, as the middle ages transitioned to the renaissance and then into the industrial era. The roman aqueducts are the next Infrastructure project we will focus on.
After the completion of the Cloacea, the Romans would move on to their next massive infrastructure undertaking. As we see in Figure 8 , they made extensive use of vaulted underground passageways (similar in their structural engineering to the Cloacea) in their system of aqueducts and covered passageways.
The Romans utilized aqueducts to transport water from lakes and mountains that were significant distances away. These aqueduct systems consisted of arched Figure 8 . Eifel aqueduct, Germany, circa 70 AD, [17] . 12 "In Paris, fragments of the former drainpipes from Roman Times are still preserved upon the isle of Notre Dame. The height of these pipes is 0, 60 meters, the width 0, 50 meters. Remnants of Roman drainpipes have been found in Cologne and in Treves, Germany. Fig. 181 shows the cross section of the channel which was exposed in the neighborhood of Alteburg in Cologne. Interestingly enough are the applied forms of the cross section as well as the embedding of the pipe in blue colored clay." [4] Journal of Transportation Technologies tunnels, channels and elevated channels that were placed atop archways.
The Romans used vaulted (arched) channels to carry water. As we see in Fig 
Underground Arched Passageways for Pedestrians and Vehicles
The Roman Cryptoporticus
As shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12 , from the time period of the Cloaca Maxima, the Romans then developed a residential/commercial use for "cut and cover" vaulted underground passageways: the Cryptoporticus. . The street type is lit by smallish, raking windows set in the haunch of the vault along one side." [20] These Cryptoporticus Tunnels are often still in use today as Vehicular highways and/or pedestrian thoroughfares 13 [21] . These engineers sought to emulate the types of structures that were successful in withstanding the ravages of time. Structures that continued to serve their intended purpose even after two millennia.
Fast Forward to the Nineteenth Century
In this section, we will discuss and give examples of three 19 th century tunnel construction methods that were widely utilized for underground train routes beneath cities.
1) Building tunnels using explosives;
2) Cut and cover tunnels-utilizing designs similar to Roman vaulted arched construction-used for 19 th century aqueducts and the earliest subways (train lines buried for grade separation);
3) The Greathead shield-the earliest tunnel boring machine.
NY & Harlem River RR tunnels
First American Railroad tunnel built using explosives: 
New York's Croton Aqueduct
Next, we return to the topic of aqueducts; jumping about 2,000 years from an- The Croton Aqueduct, this mid-nineteenth century American version of a Roman "underground vaulted passageway" was built to convey water from 15 Fires also ravaged NYC during this era, often burning beyond control [24] . These hard to extinguish fires were partly due to lack of ample pressurized water. 16 "It was 1883 before the bacterium Vibrio cholerae was discovered to be the agent causing the gastrointestinal disease. But a turning point in prevention came in 1854, when a London physician, Dr. John Snow, established the connection between contaminated water and cholera. Dr. Snow tested the idea by plotting cholera cases on a map of Soho. This showed that most of the victims drew their water from a public pump on Broad (now Broadwick) Street. An infected baby's diapers had been dumped into a cesspool near the well. A recent book, 'Ghost Map' by Steven Johnson, recounts the discovery." [26] Journal of Transportation Technologies Westchester County, NY to Manhattan [25] . As we can see in Figure 14 , its relatively large cross-sectional design (7.5 ft × 9 ft) is clearly based upon the Roman Cloaca Maxima, the Aqueduct Arcade, or the Cryptoporticus, rather than a typical, small cross section (roughly 2 ft × 4 ft), classical Roman aqueduct "specus".
What's an Arch, How Does It Work?
Before we go any further, let's take a brief look at precisely what an arch is, and how it works. In shape, arches can be circular, elliptical, horse shoe shaped (basket), skew, pointed, corbel-and even perfectly flat. See Figures 15-17 [27] [28]. Referring to the vector diagrams shown in Figure 17 Rule III. "The horizontal or lateral force is to the weight of half the arch as radius is to the tangent of the inclination of the abutment to the vertical or ( )
". "The horizontal force, or P′ ; being the weight divided by twice the tangent of the semi angle of the first section, determines the pressure on any abutment of which the inclination to the vertical line is V ; the pressure being ( ) [27] . Rule IV. "The horizontal force is to the weight of half the arch as radius is to the tangent of the inclination of the abutment to the vertical or,
The weight of the semi arch [half arch], when adjusted to equilibrium, is found by the fourth rule to be = ( ) tan P V ′ or the horizontal pressure increased, or diminished, in the proportion of the tangent of the vertical distance of the abutment to radius. From this property, the reason is evident, which causes so great an augmentation in the weights of the sections, when the semi arch [half arch], adjusted to equilibrium, approaches nearly to a quadrant, and which prevents the possibility of effecting this adjustment by direct weight, when the entire arch is a semicircle." [27] Rule V. "The weight of the semi arch (half of the arch) is to the pressure on equal to the angle of the wedge, the weight of which is equal to the weight of the arch; and let Z be either of the equal forces, which being applied perpendicular to the sides of the wedge, sustain it in equilibrium: then by the properties of the wedge, the force Z is to half the weight of the wedge as radius is to the sine of the semi angle of the wedge, which is precisely the property of the arch; substituting the angle between the abutments instead of the angle of the wedge, and the pressure on either abutment instead of the force Z." [27] Rule VI. "The horizontal force is to the pressure on the abutment as the cosine of the inclination of the abutment is to radius or ( )
The lateral pressure, or the pressure on the abutment, reduced to an horizontal direction, is nearly the same in all parts of the arc; being to the weight of the first section, as radius is to twice the tangent of the semi angle [half angle] of the wedge.
The force of pressure on the abutment is therefore at every point resolvable into two forces; one of which is perpendicular to the horizon, and is equal to the weight of the semi arch; and the other is a horizontal or lateral force, which is to the weight of the first section, as radius is to twice the tangent of the semi angle of that section.
By these rules, the principal properties of the arch of equilibration [equilibrium] are expressed in simple terms, and are easily applicable to practical cases." [27] 
Calculating the Key Dimensions of a 19th Century Masonry Arch Tunnel
Now that we have a basic idea of what an arch is, and how it works, let's look at some simple equations for calculating the key dimensions of a 19th century masonry arch tunnel. From "A Treatise on Masonry Construction" Baker states that: we glean three important "empirical" formulas for designing a masonry arch, credited to Rankine, and known as "the English Method" [30] . Since the entire concept of the "empirical method" is based upon observation, we'll pick the formulas that fit best for both the Croton Aqueduct, and the Atlantic Avenue tunnel.
Let's first take the case of the circa 1842 Croton Aqueduct (NYC) as shown in Figure 14 . Since the y axis of a typical period brick laid longitudinally on its edge is about 3-1/2", two layers of brick arch would be required. In fact, according to a circa 1842 scale drawing, the arch of the Croton Aqueduct is in fact 2 layers of brick thick, and adding 0.5" for a single cement mortar joint, making the crown of the Croton Aqueduct a total of 7.5" thick. This matches perfectly with the contemporary scale drawing.
Calculating an Arch at the Crown

Calculating an Arch at the Springing Line
Next, we must calculate the thickness of the arch at the springing line: to understand this particular equation, one must first appreciate the concept of the "joint of rupture".
Essentially, this is the joint along any arch that is subjected to the greatest force. Since taking the sum of moments around an arch is somewhat beyond the scope of this article, we'll use the simple fact that according to Baker, this "joint of rupture" usually forms an angle with the vertical, between 45˚ and 60˚. The According to the contemporary scale drawing, the Croton is 21" The additional 6" of thickness is taken to be the safety margin (40%).
Calculating the Thickness of the Arch's Abutments at Their Base
Finally, for the thickness of the Croton's abutments at their base:
( ) 
The Atlantic Avenue Tunnel
In Brooklyn, circa 1844, the world's first subway tunnel was constructed. As shown in Figure 19 , the ancient concept of the Roman "Underground Passageway" made the technological jump from water tunnels and the cryptoporticus to the urban underground railway…
The Atlantic Avenue Tunnel was built beneath a busy street in the City of Brooklyn, NY 17 . This tunnel was built for the specific purpose of attaining grade separation for the Long Island Rail Road (LIRR), this structure is therefore officially the world's first transportation Subway [7] 18 . Figure 19 . The Atlantic avenue tunnel [29] . 17 Brooklyn did not become part of NYC until 1898-a half-century after the Atlantic Avenue Tunnel was built. 
Calculating an Arch at the Crown
Applying Rankine's formulas, we get: 
R. S. Diamond, B. G. Kassel Journal of Transportation Technologies
Note that in this particular application of Rankine's tunnel arch formula, we have doubled the result, as per Baker's instructions, to account for the fact that the tunnel is built within a sand matrix. inches by Rankine's method. The actual measured thickness at the crown is 20" (1.60 ft). It's assumed that the difference of 5.5 inches is a safety factor of 38% at the crown.
Calculating an Arch at the Spring-Line
For calculating the thickness of the Atlantic Avenue tunnel at its spring-line:
where Θ = angle made by joint of rupture with the vertical. Again, using the trigonometric identity SecantΘ = 1/CosineΘ, our equation can be rewritten as:
plugging in the numbers, we have: The actual as built measured thickness at the spring-line, is 48 inches. It is assumed the 24 inch difference is a safety margin of 100% at the spring-line.
Calculating the volume of masonry building material used in the Atlantic Avenue tunnel.
In mathematical terms, the arch of the tunnel is "an ellipse of the semi major axis (a) and semi minor axis (b)". Since the ellipse is centered at the origin (0,0), polar equations can be used [35] [36] .
The area of an ellipse centered at (0,0) = πab Therefore, the general formula for the area of our arch of a single elliptical hemisphere is:
Area Tunnel Arch π 2 ab = To obtain the area of our arch as shown in Figure 20 , we must subtract the area of the inner arch surface (intrado) from the area of the outer arch surface (extrado): This was no doubt done as an economizing measure, as the naturally occurring Mica Schist material was free, except for the cost of cutting in Manhattan and transport to Brooklyn. The brick on the other hand, had to first be manufactured, then purchased, and transported.
Atlantic Avenue Tunnel Number and Volume of Brickwork in the Arch
Let's now calculate the volume of brick in the arch, and then subtract this volume from the total arch volume:
Area brick extrado 3.14 10. 
Atlantic Avenue Tunnel-Volume of Stone Rubble in Tunnel Arch
To 
Atlantic Avenue Tunnel Total Masonry Work (Excluding Approach Ramps)
Total masonry work excluding approach ramps: 
The Murray Hill Tunnel (NY), the World's Second Subway Tunnel
Shown in Figure 21 , the second example of a subway (urban underground rail- Railway, first proposed circa 1853, and completed circa 1863. 19 The Murray Hill Tunnel in Manhattan, we consider to be the second Subway tunnel, and the London tunnel is the third. Journal of Transportation Technologies This structure is conceptually similar to the Atlantic Avenue tunnel, as it was also of the brick and stone masonry "cut and cover" type. Structural engineering theory had advanced in the decade since the Atlantic Avenue Tunnel had been constructed. As we can see in Figure 23 , the British designers realized that they did not need to utilize expensive 6-foot thick, trapezoidal shaped, abutment walls. The London subway also utilized structural concrete in the arch, and in the abutment foundations. [38] . Operating under the basic assumption that an elliptically shaped surface has greater inherent shape-strength (section modulus, moment of inertia) than a simple flat surface, British engineers decided to try elliptically shaped abutment walls instead of simple vertical abutments. It was thought that a structure of superior section modulus would require less material, and take less time to build. Here we see a combination of elliptical shapes have been employed: Segment A-B: Radius = 15 ft-9 in; Segment B-C: Radius = 9 ft-6 in; Segment C-D: Radius = 25 ft-0 in. Railway Intelligence, by Mihill Slaughter (1860) [40] , gives us a detailed, firsthand account, as to the origins and purposes, of the first of the London Underground lines:
"The main purpose of the Metropolitan Railway, as is well known, is the making a line from the Great Western at Paddington to a point on the eastern side of Victoria Street (Holborn). Other objects more or less tending to the advantage of the Company have since been added, and these may be best explained in the following summary…"
The Corporation of London have obtained the sanction of Parliament to establish extensive markets in Smithfield for the sale of meat and provisions, and to afford to Railway Companies facilities there, not only for traffic for the purposes of the markets, but also for receiving and delivering goods for the general trade of the city and the central districts of the metropolis.
An Act has been passed for a short line to connect the railway with the new markets, and with the large and convenient railway station which will there be formed.
Arrangements have been made by this Company, and the Great Western Railway Company, with the Corporation for the use of the ground under the market for the purposes of a goods' station [40] .
It is interesting that the London underground railway project was from the outset, an infrastructure project designed not only to improve urban mobility, but also to have an economic impact on the surrounding neighborhood. It is also interesting that we normally view a subway system as a system designed exclusively to move people from place to place. However, it is clear from the description above that the system was designed to move both passengers and freight (like a conventional railway line). 
Epilogue: Greathead Shield & the Deep Tubes
The next major innovation in subway construction was: The "deep tubes" built for the London Underground, circa 1886, using the Greathead Shield (a very early form of a tunnel boring machine).
"The City & South London Railway is the world's first deep-level underground (tube) passenger railway. It is also the first urban electric traction railway in England, and is now part of the Northern Line in the London Underground network. The tunnel for City & South London Railway was the first railway tunnel to be excavated using a tunneling shield rather than the "cut and cover" method used elsewhere. The shield was designed by South African engineer James Henry Greathead. As we can see in Figure 24 and Figure 25 , it was cylindrical and had steel blades that were forced into the soil by hydraulic rams operating at a pressure of 1575 tonnes per square meter (2240 psi)" [41] A completed section of tunnel is shown in Figure 26 . Note the bolted together cast iron tunnel ring segments.
We end with this paper with the Greathead shield, one of the first of new pioneering tunnel construction technologies, methodologies and materials that would depart from tunneling methods and materials used since antiquity. These new technologies would facilitate the construction urban rail systems in New York, London, and in cities throughout the world, in the late 19 th and early 20 th centuries. Much can be written regarding the subway innovations that happened during this period. We will cover these in detail in a subsequent paper. Figure 24 . Illustration of the "Beach/Greathead Shield" [42] . Journal of Transportation Technologies Figure 25 . Illustration of picture of the "Beach/Greathead Shield" [42] . Figure 26 . Battery powered electric locomotive operating in first deep tube line ever built (Note: bolted together cast iron ring segments comprising the tunnel) [38] [41].
Conclusions
This paper traces the evolution of tunnel engineering from Ancient Mesopota- This emulation of the Romans in the first Subway tunnels made sense. When you seek to build something that has never been built before, it is often wise to adopt an architectural solution and structural engineering system from something similar that has withstood the ravages of time. In this paper, we sought to elucidate the engineer principles and mathematical formulas that these 19 th century engineers utilized for vaulted arched aqueducts and subway tunnels.
An interesting side-note is that in addition to railway tunnels, the Romans were also emulated through the adoption of the Standard gauge railroad track, which is used throughout the NYC subway system. Moreover, Standard gauge is the most commonly used gauge (spacing between track) used by railroads throughout the contemporary world [24] .
